
 

 



INTRODUCTION 

With the additional aspect of pitching added to this division, Minors can be the most challenging 

group for both players and coaches. Along with pitching, there are new rules to cover including 

straight steals, infield fly rules, and more. Inexperienced pitchers and catchers tend to hurt the 

pace of play because of walks, passed balls, and wild pitches. You will need to concentrate your 

time on these positions and make use of as many assistant coaches as possible to cover all 

aspects of training and development. If you do not place emphasis on pitching and catching you 

are in for a long season of walk filled games and bored players in the field. 

The drills within this program are designed for the average rec ball player and designed to 

maximize their learning during the short amount of practice time that each team is allotted. The 

drills and practice plans listed below are to be used in conjunction with any other drills you may 

have in your own coaching arsenal.  

Here are a few things to keep in mind as you head into team practices: 

1. Prepare for your practices before you get to the field. Once you get to the field you 

will inundated with parents, players, your coaching staff, and setting up the drills. Know 

your practice plan and drills and which players are scheduled for specific drill stations for 

that practice before you get to the field. 

2. Focus on the basics, especially pitching and catching. If your pitchers can’t throw 

strikes and your catchers can’t block and throw then every player that gets to first base 

will soon end up on third base. 

3. Keep the practice moving. Younger players have short attention spans so keep them 

engaged and moving. Wherever possible utilize your assistant coaches and break the 

drills out into smaller group stations to keep players engaged. 

4. Don’t try and cram all skills into every practice session. You will find that you can 

accomplish more quality coaching by using multiple practice plans throughout the year. 

5. Praise your players. Praise each player for the slightest accomplishment. Praise is a 

powerful motivational tool. 

6.  Be a role model! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Technology 
Most of the drills and practice plans for this division are found on the USA Baseball Mobile 

Coach app available for both iOS and Android in the Apple App Store and on Google Play. 

Please download the app now. 

If you do not have a smart phone or tablet (with data connection) available you can some of the 

reference the materials via computer at: 

http://www.usabmobilecoach.com/PlayBall/index.jsf 

Each of the drills in Mobile Coach provides a written layout and description of the drill and most 

also have videos of the drill in action. Within the app each drill also includes a handy stopwatch 

so that you can do the drill for the allotted time and move on to the next drill. You can also set 

up an individualized practice plan in the app that displays only the drills that you select. 

If you are not using the app you can print out the drills and bring them to the practice field. It is 

more convenient to use the app and the app has more features that are not found on the 

website. 

The Mobile Coach app includes drills for defense, hitting, and pitching and the drills are 

classified as easy, medium, and hard.  When performing drill stations you have the option to 

group players by skill level and substitute more advanced drills for your experienced players 

while other players can work on more basic skills. 

Along with individual drills by position and skill set there are core skill modules for you to review 

prior to implementing these practice plans and drills. 

Drills in this player development guide that are found in the Mobile Coach app will contain this 

icon: 

  

*** Note that the time spent on most of these drills is only 2 – 5 minutes so it keeps the players 

moving during each practice. During your first practice or two these drills may take longer due to 

needing to teach players the skill set before doing the drill.  

 

 

 

http://www.usabmobilecoach.com/PlayBall/index.jsf


A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO COACHING 

Up until now most coaching sessions in the prior levels of youth baseball have been a “one size 

fits all” approach – everyone learns the basics of infield play, outfield play, and hitting. But 

coaching in this division brings in the added dimension of specialized positions such as pitcher, 

catcher, and even first base. 

Your first step should be to identify your assistant coaches before your first practice and meet 

with them to discuss how practices will be structured as well as which coaches will specialize in 

the various position skill sets. Have the coaches download the Mobile Coach app and review all 

of the Skill Modules and drills within the app before the first team practice. Have the assistant 

coaches set up the Mobile Coach practice plan that matches your master practice plan. Discuss 

additional drills that you would like to incorporate that are not included in the app. 

By the end of your first practice you should identify your primary catchers, first basemen, and 

the players most likely to handle the bulk of your pitching. During each practice you should have 

drill stations for first base, pitchers, and catchers. First base drills should take only a few 

minutes while catcher and pitcher drills should take about half of the practice. 

Infield and outfield practices should also focus on drills to develop specific fundamentals instead 

of just hitting grounders or fly balls to players. Batting practice shouldn’t be simply swinging 

away at live pitching or off of a tee. It’s only when players have a grasp of the smaller 

techniques of hitting and fielding that they are able to perform better on the field. This is true for 

both your novice and advanced players. 

The greatest challenge is how to fit this all into the limited amount of practice time that we have 

available. It isn’t easy. But having a practice plan, coaches with defined roles, and managing 

your time on the field will make it a little bit easier. At the end of this guide you will find a sample 

practice plan. 

There are a lot of drills covered in this player development guide and it is not the intent that you 

cover each drill in every practice session (that would be impossible within the time constraints of 

our practice sessions). Instead, keep each practice fresh by rotating drills each practice session. 

 

 

 

 

 



PITCHING 101 
This section is not a definitive guide on professional pitching mechanics and it is intended as a 

basic introduction to pitching. The goal here is to introduce pitchers to very basic pitching 

mechanics and get them comfortable throwing off of the pitching mound. This is about as basic 

as it gets. 

Some of these drills are designed as flat ground drills, but there is no substitution for throwing 

off of the mound. Flat ground drills are primarily to develop muscle memory. Only throwing off of 

the pitcher’s mound will teach players the proper release point. It is not uncommon to have a 

pitcher that is great off of flat ground but cannot throw of the mound. 

IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED that for each practice you move the mound off of the 

playing field to either the bullpen or outside the playing fence. Yes, this is an extreme 

inconvenience. But in order to maximize field usage and practice time you need to move the 

pitching station to a location that will not interfere with other drills or risk players being hit with 

batted balls. 

SEASON GOAL: EVERYBODY PITCHES 

One of your goals this season should be that every player gets the chance to pitch in a game, 

even if it only for a few batters. Every player should take part in the basic pitching drills during 

the course of the season.  

The number one reason is to protect the arm health of all players. Don’t let the competitive 

nature of sports take over and jeopardize the arm health of your best pitchers. Make it a point to 

not max out a player’s pitches every game. Remember, there are no trophies for finishing first in 

the regular season. Save the arms of your best pitchers for your playoff run. Even then, you’ll 

find that you’re going to need more than your two best pitchers to go deep into the playoffs. 

An interesting fact is that if you coach baseball long enough you will find that the kids that are 

the top pitchers today are rarely the top pitchers in high school and college. 

Full Windup or Stretch Position? 

For beginning pitchers it’s best to learn the basics of pitching mechanics from the stretch 

position: 

1. There are less moving parts – keep it simple. 

2. We use narrow, portable mounds in BYS and with most full windups the pitcher would 

have to step down the side or off of the back of the mound, changing their eye level and 

making it harder to pick up their target. 

3. It’s closer to the fallback pitching windup – the slide step. 



Experienced players may choose to pitch from the full windup with no one on base (or a runner 

on third) and if they can throw strikes that way they should be encouraged to continue using that 

delivery. 

Types of Pitches 

At this level it is against the rules to throw breaking pitches. The majority of the pitchers will 

throw just a 4 seam fastball. However, with your better pitchers – especially the kids that throw 

hard – you will want to have them to learn a basic changeup and possibly a two seam fastball. 

When it comes time for Dixie All Stars every player on the field can hit a fastball.  In All Stars a 

good changeup is the great equalizer. 

For now teach all players the four seam fastball grip as shown below.  Please note the gap 

between the fingers and the hand. This allows the ball to be released with more spin and 

velocity (as opposed to the changeup that is gripped with both the palm and fingers). Smaller 

players may not be able to grip the baseball with that gap. Nevertheless, please teach them the 

proper grip. 

 

 

4 Seam Fastball Grip 

The most commonly used grip for accuracy is the four-seam fastball. The four-seam fastball is 

held with the index and middle fingers positioned across the large seams. A finger’s width 

should be the distance between the index and middle fingers with the thumb positioned 

underneath the ball on a seam. The pitcher should be sure there is a small space between the 

web of the hand and the ball. The third and fourth fingers are curled back. 

 

 

 

 



 Mobile Coach Pitching Skills Module 

Before your first practice session please be sure to complete the Pitching Skills Module in the 

Mobile Coach app. This module is not currently available on the website version of the Mobile 

Coach. 

Additional Insights on the Pitching Skills Module 

This section is a supplement to the Mobile Coach Pitching Skills Module. You must go through 

the module before proceeding. While this section covers the very basics of pitching there is still 

a lot of information to provide players that are learning to pitch. In this section below the items in 

RED can be considered as the building blocks of this pitching program. Emphasize the 

additional items only after they have a firm grasp of the items in RED. 

1. Stretch Stance 

The alignment of the feet should be slightly offset so that with a right handed pitcher the 

left foot is a few inches towards third base (right foot towards first base for a left hander).  

This helps to keep the hips closed during the windup and stride phase. Remind pitchers 

that they need to come set (pause) for one second before delivering the ball. While balks 

are not called in Minors, they are called in the next level. 

2. Leg Lift 

 

As noted in the video, modern pitching philosophy has changed and the pitcher should 

not balance or stall on their drive leg during leg lift. The drive leg knee should be leaning 

forward slightly so the pitcher feels their weight on the inside of the drive leg knee and 

ball of that foot.  The sensation they will feel is falling forward slightly with their front hip 

while at the same time driving the knee of the stride leg up towards their back shoulder. 

 

a. Glove is chest high in the middle of the body. 

b. Foot is relaxed with toes hanging down. 

c. Hips stay closed with the back pocket aiming at the target. 

d. Weight is primarily on the inside ball of the foot of the drive leg. 

e. Lift leg drives up towards the back shoulder. 

f. Try to keep shoulders in line with the target and not turn shoulders with the drive leg 

(hip and shoulder separation). 

 

Coaches Key: Most youth pitcher will lift their stride leg and then immediately long step 

with that foot towards home plate. This throws of the entire sequence of proper pitching 

mechanics.  The proper method is to bring the knee up and back, then bring it down 

again in front of the drive leg ankle just above the ground. When it’s time to stride the 

stride foot will stay close to the ground as opposed to the big step that most youth 

pitchers take. Emphasize taking the stride leg up-down-out. 

 



 

3. Hand Break 

 

a. The hands begin to break just as the stride knee starts down.  The stride leg does 

not immediately step towards the target. Instead, the stride leg comes downward 

near the ankle of the drive leg and then pushes out and down the mound as it nears 

the ground. 

b. When the hands break the thumbs of the throwing hand and the glove hand point 

down. The pitcher is showing palm of the glove hand to the catcher. 

c. Shoulders are in line with the target. The ball comes out of the glove going down and 

then back with the fingers on top of the ball. 

d. The stride leg (hip) stays closed so that the side of the shoe is moving towards the 

target. 

e. Head stays behind the belt buckle. 

f. Glove hand moves out and up as the throwing hand goes back, down, and out.  

g. Weight remains on the ball of the drive leg foot. 

Coaches Keys: Ultimately, glove hand action plays an important role in the pitching delivery but 

it’s more of a pitching 201 topic. If you see a pitcher yanking the ball to the glove side one of the 

things to look at is glove hand extension. Pitchers that keep the glove too close in or tucked 

tend to over rotate their body upon delivering the pitch. 

 

4. Power Position (and Stride) 

 

a. Stride length is usually 80% - 90% of the height of the player.  

b. As the stride foot touches the throwing arm should come up into the power 

position. 

c. In the picture below note the separation of the hip and shoulder rotation. The 

shoulders stay on line with the target as the hips are opening. Having the hips 

separated and open before the upper body begins to rotate is one of the keys to 

added velocity and control. 

 

 
 



d. As the stride foot nears the landing point the foot turns towards the target. Note 

the toe should not point directly at the target and remain slightly closed to prevent 

the hips from opening too early. 

Coaches Keys: Players that take too short of a stride tend to release the ball too early resulting 

in high and wild pitches.  One of the most common flaws among youth pitchers is that they 

stride and throw at the same time. It is imperative that you begin teaching striding into the power 

position and landing that front foot before throwing the baseball as shown above (“touch and 

go”). One analogy is that getting into the power position is like stretching a rubber band, storing 

that energy, and then letting it fly. Players should to feel their torso/abdominal muscles stretch 

when in the proper power position. 

Another common flaw with youth pitchers is that they stride off target. In general you want the 

pitcher to land 1-2 across the midline (RHP towards slightly towards third base, LHP towards 

first base). If your pitcher is consistently throwing wide left or wide right make sure they are not 

landing too far to either side of the mound. 

5. Release and Finish 

 

a. Release point is out in front of the pitcher. 

b. Pitcher should focus on staying behind the ball when they release the pitch and 

pitcher should feel his arm extending (long) towards the target. 

 

c. Pitchers need to follow through to a flat back position and not stop their arm and 

body abruptly. 

 

Coaches Keys: Follow your nose! Players that let their head fall off to one side tend to lack 

control and pull pitches to the side of their head tilt. Telling pitchers to line their nose or chin up 

with their target at follow through will help to eliminate this problem. 

If a pitcher is consistently throwing high the first thing to check is their release point. In most 

cases you will find that they are releasing the ball before their stride leg lands. Make sure they 

land the stride leg in the power position and then begin to throw the ball. 



FALLBACK – THE SLIDE STEP 

At this age there are many players with strong arms that don’t yet have the muscle coordination 

to handle the complexities of the pitching delivery. This is when the slide step can help. 

Professional pitchers normally use the slide step with a fast runner on base or on a pitchout 

when they need the ball to get to the catcher quicker. But it’s also useful to get young pitchers 

accustomed to throwing off of the mound. 

Instead of going into the full leg lift position the pitcher takes a long stride down the mound from 

the stretch position into the power position. The principles of power position and release point 

still apply, but without worrying about the timing and moving parts of the stretch or the full 

windup. 

PITCHING GRIPS 

 

2 Seam fastball Grips With Seams and Across Seams 

Note the separation between the fingers and the hand 

 

 

Three Finger Changeup Grip 

Note how the ball is pushed back into the palm. It’s important to teach players that when they 

throw the changeup they use the same arm speed as their fastball. Because of the deep palm 

grip of the changeup the ball will come out slower even with the same arm speed and action of 

the fastball grip. Most youth pitchers tip their changeup by slowing down their arm speed. 



PITCHING DRILLS 
Before pitchers throw a baseball you should repeatedly cover the instructions above and the 

Mobile Coach instructions by doing dry drills. Players can hold a baseball but should not be 

throwing yet. For the first few practices of the season you should do these flat ground drills for 

10-15 minutes as a team drill. 

Over the next practices you can employ the following drills and let pitchers throw off of the 

mound on the sidelines.  

Things to remember: 

1. Throwing off of the mound is a lot different than throwing off of flat ground.  The stride 

and release point are greatly affected by the slope of the mound. Make sure all of your 

pitchers get some work in off the mound on the sidelines. 

2. Don’t overdo it! Limit pitchers to 25-30 or so pitches off of the mound in practice. Have 

them focus on mechanics and throwing strikes and throw at only 50%-60% speed. 

3. When performing the specific pitching drills below have them focus on mechanics and 

throw at 50% of maximum velocity. 

4. Remind pitchers to relax their arms and shoulders when pitching (think loose and limp 

like cooked spaghetti). Tight muscles restrict movement and fluid mechanics. Young 

pitchers that try to throw too hard usually lose velocity. 

5.  During games tell your pitchers to throw at 80% velocity. This helps to keep them loose 

and free, throw more accurately, throw more pitches, and be able to reach back and 

uncork a fast one if and when they need to do so. 

 

 

 One Knee Drill (2 minutes) 

 Upper Body Throwing (2 minutes) 

 Break of the Hands Drill (2 minutes) 

 Balanced Stationary Drill (2 minutes) 

 Hook ‘Ems (2 minutes) 

 

 

 

 

 



CATCHER DRILLS 
The number one skill to teach your catchers this year is how to get in front of and block the 

baseball. If your catcher cannot block the ball almost every runner will end up on third base and 

eventually score. Throwing out base stealers is not the priority. In fact, in the Major Leagues 

catchers throw out less than 30% of base stealing attempts. 

In order for catchers to have the proper footwork to block pitches or pop up, pivot, and throw 

they must be in the proper receiving position prior to the pitch. The most common flaw of young 

catchers is that they set up on their toes when squatting. The proper setup is to be on the inside 

edges of their feet with their toes pointed slightly outwards. With a runner on base the throwing 

side foot should drop back slightly so it is easier to pivot. 

 

 Mobile Coach Catcher Skills Module 
 

Before proceeding please complete the Mobile Coach Catcher Skills Module. 

 

Below is the list of drills to work on during the course of the season beginning with basic 

drills and ending with more advanced drills. During the first few practices work on Basic 

Receiving, Tennis Ball Soft Hands, and the Sway drills. Once the catcher is comfortable 

with those drills move on to the blocking and footwork drills. 

 

Once your catchers are shown the proper technique and are comfortable with each drill 

you can have them pair up and perform these drills with one catcher replacing the coach 

and the other performing the drill. Have the one catcher complete all of the drills, then 

have the second catcher put on the gear and swap roles. While this is not ideal, because 

of limited practice time and coach availability it may be your best option. 

 

 Basic Receiving Drill (2 minutes) 

 Tennis Ball Soft Hands (3 minutes) 

 Sway (2 minutes) 

 Tennis Ball Block (3 minutes) 

 Bite The Ball (2 minutes) 

 Block and Recover (3 minutes) 

 Pivot Footwork (5 minutes) 

 

 

 



FIRST BASE DRILLS 
As with the catcher drills, once your first basemen are familiar with these drills you can pair 

them up together to work on these drills if coaches are required at other stations. 

 First Base Receiving (5 minutes) 

 First Base Receiving Short Hops (5 minutes) 

Coaching Keys 

a. Make sure that the first baseman does not step until the ball is thrown. If they step 

before the ball is thrown they will not be in a position to receive off target throws. 

b. Make sure the first baseman is able to keep their foot on the inside of the bag and not in 

the middle of the base where they can cause injury to themselves or the runner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TEAM FIELDING DRILLS 
Before breaking out into drill stations these infield and outfield drills are recommended for the 

entire team. Players pair up in these drills leaving coaches to “walk the line” and provide 

individual instruction on form and technique for each player. 

 Mobile Coach Outfield Skills Module 

 Mobile Coach Infield Skills Module 

Please complete the Mobile Coach Outfield and Infield Skills Modules before proceeding. 

Use the stopwatch built in to the Mobile Coach app to time each drill. You can cover 6 drills and 

a range of infield and outfield skills in only 10 minutes. 

 Slow Rollers [Infield] (2 minutes) 

 30 Second Crow Hops [Infield] (1 minute) 

 30 Second Backhand [Infield] (1 minute) 

 Grounders [Outfield] (2 minutes) 

 Fly Balls [Outfield] (2 minutes) 

 Crow Hops [Outfield] (2 minutes) 

 

Along with these drills you can also schedule time later in practice sessions to perform situation 

and cutoff drills with all of your infielders and outfielders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INFIELD STATION DRILLS 
Make sure that all of your players rotate through both infield and outfield stations at some point 

during your team practices. 

 Shuffle Gather Throw Fungo (10 Minutes) 

 

INFIELD STATION POSITION DRILL – Shortstop FLIP 

Setup – 3 players and one baseball. One player is in the SS position nearer to second base, 

one player on second base, and one player with the baseball on the SS side of the pitching 

mound. 

1. Player rolls ground ball to the SS who fields the ball and underhand flips to second base. 

2. Player on second base keeps the ball and rotates to the position near the mound to roll 

the next ground ball. Player that rolled the initial ground ball rotates to SS and the SS 

rotates to the position on second base. 

3. Repeat until each player takes 5 ground balls. 

Coaches Keys: 

a. Shortstop fields the ball properly keeping low and bringing the ball to his chest. 

b. After fielding and before the flip throw the SS clears his glove hand to the side so that he 

does not hide the throw to the 2B. 

c. SS makes the flip with a firm wrist and extends throwing arm straight to the target. Bent 

wrists and elbows lead to poor popup flips. 

d. When SS makes the flip throw their momentum carries them towards second base. 

e. Player receiving at second base has both hands up at chest level to receive the throw. 

Drill Time – 2 ½  minutes 

 

INFIELD STATION POSITION DRILL – Second Baseman FLIP 

Utilize the same routine as above from the second base position. 

Drill Time 2 ½ minutes 

 

INFIELD STATION – Shortstop Receiving Combined with 2B Flip Drill 

Goal: Teach the shortstop how to take the throw from the second baseman. 



Setup: 3 players and one baseball. One player is in the SS position nearer to second base, one 

player at the second base position, and one player with the baseball on the SS side of the 

pitching mound. 

1. Player rolls ground ball to the 2B who fields the ball and throws or underhand flips to the 

SS covering second base. 

2. SS goes to the bag and plants their right foot on the back side of second base. 

3. Shortstop gives a target to the second baseman with both hands up at chest level ready 

to receive the throw. 

4. When the second baseman makes the throw the shortstop steps with their left foot 

towards the direction of the ball while keeping their right foot on the bag. If they step too 

soon they will not be able to catch any errant throws. Always step towards the incoming 

ball and not the player throwing the ball. 

5. Have the SS get into a throwing position after receiving the ball and clearing the bag. 

Coaches Keys: 

1. Make sure that the shortstop goes to the back of the bag and puts the correct foot on the 

base. By being at the back of the bag they can better avoid a sliding base runner. 

2. Make sure that the shortstop provides a good target with both hands at chest level. 

Having both hands ready to receive allows the SS to transfer the ball quicker. 

3. Make sure that the shortstop is stepping with the correct foot towards the throw while 

keeping their other foot on the base. Stepping towards the throw helps them clear the 

base runner and quickly get to a throwing position after receiving the ball. 

Drill Variation: Have a player or coach at first base and attempt to complete a double play throw. 

INFIELD STATION – Second Baseman Receiving Combined with SS Flip Drill 

Reverse the drill above with the second baseman stepping on the base with their left foot and 

stepping towards the throw with their right foot. 

 

OUTFIELD STATION DRILLS 
 Drop Step Cones (10 minutes) 

 Outfield Communication (10 minutes) 

 

 

 



HITTING STATION DRILLS 
Please refer to the Coach Pitch Player Development Guide for the basics of the proper stance 

and swing for players that still need work in these areas. 

There’s no way that a rec ball program can cover all of the finer points of hitting and implement 

a comprehensive hitting program. The goal here is to cover some key concepts and introduce 

age and skill appropriate drills at the Machine Pitch, Minors, and Ozone divisions so that players 

have a sound hitting foundation to build from. 

One of the better hitting coaches today is John Mallee of the Chicago Cubs and some of his 

drills are included in this program. One of the things that Coach Mallee stresses is the Six 

Absolutes of a Professional Hitter: 

1. Go back before you go forward (lower half load) 

2. Walk away from the hands (stride separate) 

3. Keep head in between the feet (maintain dynamic balance, center, axis) 

4. Start the swing with the lower half from the ground up (foot, knee, hips, and hands last) 

5. Take a straight line to and through the ball (stay inside) 

6. Maintain balance throughout the swing 

While each of these Six Absolutes is made up of many details that comprise the kinetic chain of 

events during the swing these general concepts are easy for machine pitch and up aged players 

to understand. These concepts should form the basis of your coaching this year and in 

subsequent years. 

 Mobile Coach Hitting Skills Module 

Please complete the Hitting Skills Module in the Mobile Coach app before proceeding. There 

are many additional hitting drills included within the Mobile Coach app that can be used to teach 

your players proper swing mechanics. However, the drills within this packet are the ones that 

your players should begin with to learn proper swing mechanics. 

AGE APPROPRIATE GOALS 

At this age most players tend to swing the barrel of the bat around their body rather than pro 

style baseball swing. This causes a very long swing with lots of bat drag. The drills for this age 

group are designed to shorten the swing.  

REMINDER: When doing tee drills players do not have to hit real baseballs. Wiffle balls or SKLZ 

Impact Practice Baseballs will also work. Tee drills and most hitting drills are to develop the 

proper mechanics, not see how far a player can hit a baseball. 

 



SETTING UP THE HITTING STATIONS 

You should set up one or two tee stations outside of the batting cage where players can do 

these drills and hit into the side of the safety net. Inside the batting cage a coach can throw live 

batting practice to players. 

Be sure to review all of these drills with your players so they can work on specific elements of 

their swing off of the tee rather than just whacking balls into the net. Incorporate your own 

favorite tee drills into the work being done at this station. 

 

HITTING STATION – The Best Fence Drill 

Goal: Teach players to take their hands and knob of the bat directly to the baseball rather than 

casting the barrel of the bat. 

Drill Type: Dry drill or tee drill (tee is recommended) 

Setup: Batting tee is setup about 2 ½ - 3 feet in front of the fence with player lined up 

perpendicular to the fence (back shoulder faces the fence, front shoulder facing the field). Front 

stride foot just behind the tee (see photo) 

 

 

 

 

 



Coaches Keys: 

 

1. From the starting position the player takes his stance and hits the baseball off of the tee. 

2. Player tries to hit the ball back up the middle. 

3. If the player casts the barrel the bat will hit the fence as they begin to swing. 

4. Watch for players incorrectly leaning forward as they try to avoid hitting the fence. 

Remember “ground up” from the 6 Absolutes above – the lower half leads the swing. 

5. In order for the players to properly swing the bat and avoid the fence they need to take 

their hands and the knob of the bat inside and towards the ball. 

6. Players will need to initially keep the bat close to their back side upper arm and shoulder 

to avoid hitting the fence. 

7. In the next photo it is hard to see the bat so we added an arrow showing the plane of the 

bat and initial movement of the hands and knob. 

8. Move players closer to the fence as needed and as an added challenge. 

 

 

KEEP IT SIMPLE WITH THE KIDS 

1. Take your hitting position by the fence and show the kids that if they swing the barrel out 

and around they hit the fence. 

2. Then show them how to take the bat knob and hands down and towards the ball to avoid 

the fence. 

3. Tell them to try and hit the ball up the middle. 

 



HITTING STATION – Reverse Grip Drill 

Goal: Teach players to take a direct line to the ball and prevent the barrel from releasing too 

soon. 

Drill Type: Tee drill or dry drill 

Setup:  Player takes their batting stance and turns their top hand so their palm is facing behind 

them. Hands are separated 4-6 inches apart. Front stride foot just behind tee. 

 

 

Coaches Keys: 

1. Player moves to the stride-separate position with the knob of the bat pointed towards the 

feet of the catcher and the tip of the bat of the bat somewhere over the top of the 

player’s head. 

2. Swing begins with the lower half building from the ground up. 

3. The knob of the bat is directed to the top inside half of the baseball with the bat in a lag 

position (barrel pointing back while barrel stays inside the hands). 



 
 

4. Rear elbow travels close to the body. 

 

 
 

5. Bottom hand extends and pushes through the ball as player tries to hit the ball up the 

middle. 

This drill also helps improve hand speed. 

 

 

 

 



BASE RUNNING DRILLS 
TEAM BASE RUNNING DRILL – Big League Base Running 

Set Up: Set cones along the first base line to show the proper path when rounding first base. 

Set up a cone behind first base where players should decelerate and “break it down”. 

1. Players line up behind home plate. 

2. Player simulates a swing and then runs from home to first base running through the bag 

at full speed, then “breaks it down” stopping quickly and looking towards foul territory 

along first base. 

3. Player stays on first base and when the next player runs to first base the base runner on 

first base will run from first to third and slide into third base. Once the player gets to third 

base they go to the back of the line. 

4. The next time through the line each player will simulate a swing and then run from home 

to second base for a double, sliding into second base. 

5. When the next player goes the runner on second will run from second to home. 

Coaching Keys: 

a. When players run to first emphasize Run Fast! Go Past! Break it Down!” Watch for 

players slowing down before they reach the base and correct them immediately. 

b. Explain that “Break it Down!” means they look for a loose ball from an overthrow and 

listen for instructions from the first base coach. 

c. Teach players to step on the front of the bag when running through first base. Stepping 

on the middle or back of the bag can lead to injury. It can also mean the difference 

between being safe and out. 

d. Teach players how to round the first base bag and step on the inside corner of the bag 

when running to second base. This is the quicker way around the bag and also puts 

them on the proper angle to run to second base. 

e. Make sure that players are using the proper technique when sliding into second base. 

Drill Time: 10 minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BASE RUNNING DRILL – LEAD OFF FIRST BASE 

1. Instruct players to watch the pitcher at all times 

2. Leadoff length is step-shuffle-shuffle or step-step-shuffle-shuffle depending upon the 

speed and confidence of the base runner (Step facing second base then turn and 

shuffle). 

3. Never cross your feet when taking a lead. If the pitcher makes a quick move you don’t 

want the player’s feet to get tangled. 

4. If the third base coach is giving signs have the player receive the sign before they step 

off of the base. 

5. When diving back on a pickoff attempt the player should reach for the left side of the bag 

to avoid the sweep tag. 

6. Taking one step in towards the pitcher may deceive some pitchers into thinking the 

runner is closer to first base. 

 

BASE RUNNING / PITCHER PICKOFF DRILL 

You may choose to include pitcher pickoff drills with the leadoff drills. But at this age level 

there’s a 50/50 chance the ball will be thrown away on any pickoff attempt. If the pitcher feels 

the runner is taking too big of a lead the first thing to teach them is to step off the pitching 

rubber, hold the ball, and look back the runner. No fake throws or bluffs! Remind them that they 

must step off by moving their back leg behind the rubber or a balk will be called. 

Right Handed Pitcher Pickoff 

The right handed pitcher can step off and look back the runner, step back and then throw to 

first, or perform a jump pivot move to throw to first base. The pitcher may not bluff a pickoff 

throw to first from the mound or a balk will be called. 

Left Handed Pitcher Pickoff 

The left hander has an advantage because they can throw to first from their delivery. However, 

if the stride leg crosses the back of the rubber they must throw home or a balk will be called. 

You can mix and match the leadoff and pickoff drills with base stealing drills. It’s more important 

to teach your pitchers to throw strikes and step off the mound to hold runners than work on 

pickoff moves. 

 

 

 



 

TEAM WARMUP DRILLS 
Ideally, players will start practice with stretching and light running. However, with limited practice 

time each week including these at the start of your practice cuts into valuable field time. Ask 

your players to show up to practice a few minutes early to stretch and run before the official 

practice starts. 

TEAM THROWING DRILL – Two Minute Throwing 

1. Players pair up and form two lines 30 feet apart and play catch. 

2. Player receives 2 points for a throw at the receiver’s head and one point for a throw at 

the receiver’s chest. Players keep their own scores. 

3. For added incentive the player with the most points hits first in batting practice or some 

other perk that practice. 

Coaches Keys:  

a. Make sure the players are lined up properly when throwing (sideways to target with 

glove side shoulder facing their target). 

b. Make sure players have the proper arm angle and are not dropping their elbow below 

their shoulder when throwing. 

c. Make sure players are utilizing proper footwork when throwing (step towards target with 

back foot first, then front foot steps towards target and lands and then they throw). 

Players must not have their throwing arm moving forward at the same time as their front 

foot moves forward. They must land the front foot and then throw. 

d. Players receiving the ball must be in a “ready position” with both their glove hand and 

throwing hand slightly out in front of their chest. Having their throwing hand near their 

glove allows them to transfer the ball quickly in the transition from catching to throwing. 

e. Watch for proper glove position when players are catching the ball (palm towards target 

and fingers either up, down, or sideways depending upon the direction of the throw). 

Immediately correct players that try to catch the ball pal up. 

f. You should station coaches with extra baseballs behind each of the throwing lines to 

prevent players from playing more fetch than catch.  

g. If you have players struggling to catch or throw you will want to set up a drill station in 

future practices to provide these players with extended coaching on throwing and 

catching. Please see the Coach Pitch Player Development program for suggested drills. 

Drill Time: 2 minutes 

 



TEAM THROWING DRILL  – Long Toss 

Long toss is one of THE most important drills for young players and should be done every 

practice. This drill improves player arm strength, accuracy, and forces players to utilize proper 

footwork and body mechanics to reach their target. 

For the first few practices have the players stand 100 feet apart and increase the distance each 

practice thereafter until players are throwing 125-150 feet apart. 

As a point of reference, for 9 year olds average players can throw the ball 100 feet in the air, 

above average players 125 feet, and outstanding players 150 feet or more. For 10 year olds the 

corresponding distances are 125 feet, 150 feet, and 175 feet. 

Coaching Keys: 

1. Again, look for proper alignment, footwork, and arm angle. 

2. Explain to player that to throw the ball further they need to initially launch the ball higher 

than if they were playing an infield position. 

Drill Time: 3 minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FUN PRACTICE GAMES 
Bonk The Bucket 

 Place an empty ball bucket on the batting tee. 

 Line up players between first and third base and across pitcher’s mound. 

 Have players throw simultaneously and try to hit the bucket. 

 Variation – roll balls to players and have them turn, shuffle, and throw. 

 Variation – Instead of a bucket place a baseball on the tee for them to knock off 

King of the Hill 

 Use the stopwatch feature on your smart phone to time players running the bases 

 Have players line up at the backstop behind home plate 

 The first player steps up to home plate and when the coach yells “Go!” the coach starts 

the stopwatch and the player runs the bases – counterclockwise. 

 The first player takes his position as King of the Hill on the pitcher’s mound. 

 The next player then makes a timed run around the bases. If he beats the first player he 

becomes King of the Hill. Repeat the process with each individual player making a timed 

run and taking over King of the Hill if they beat the best previous time. 

Grip It and Rip It  

 Players take turns hitting off of the tee and vie for the longest hit. 

 You can mark the longest hit with the top of your ball bucket, a coach, or the player that 

hit the ball (as long as it is a safe distance away from batted balls). 

Wiffle Ball 

Kickball 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PRACTICE PLANS 

You should try and vary your practice plans every week to introduce new skills and keep things 

fresh. In order to have quality batting practice sessions there is no way to have all of your 

players hit every week. Plan to have each player spend ten minutes in the batting cage every 

other practice. Keep in mind that while waiting to take live BP whey will also have 10 minutes 

hitting off of the tee. 

This sample plan assumes your practice is 75 minutes long. 

Core Warmup Session (every practice): TOTAL 17 Minutes 

Know The Rules (2 minutes) – Cover different baseball rules especially those new to this age 

group. 

Two Minute Throwing (2 minutes) 

Long Toss - 3 minutes 

Slow Rollers - 2 minutes 

Infield Crow Hops - 1 minute 

Backhand - 1 minute 

OF Grounders - 2 minutes 

Fly Balls - 2 minutes 

Outfield Crow Hops - 2 minutes 

Break Out Into Drill Stations. Player can grab a quick drink while going to their assigned station. 

Hitting Drill Station – 60 minutes 

This hitting station runs throughout the practice once the team warmup is complete. Half of your 

team should take live batting practice in the cage each practice session. Rotate players out of 

the other drills to the hitting station. 

Rotating Stations 

The infield, outfield, pitcher, and catcher stations are running together in a single 20 minute 

block of time. At the end of 20 minutes have the outfield group rotate to infield, the infield group 

to outfield, and have your two catchers switch roles. Rotate two pitchers into each 20 minute 

time block. 

 



Outfield Station – 20 minutes 

Drop Step Cones (10 minutes) 

Outfield Communication (10 minutes) 

 

Infield Station – 20 minutes 

Shuffle Gather Throw Fungo (10 Minutes) 

Shortstop FLIP / Second Baseman Receiving (5 minutes) 

Second Baseman FLIP / Shortstop Receiving (5 minutes) 

 

Catcher Station – 20 minutes 

Basic Receiving Drill (2 minutes) 

Tennis Ball Soft Hands (3 minutes) 

Sway (2 minutes) 

Tennis Ball Block (3 minutes) 

Bite The Ball (2 minutes) 

Block and Recover (3 minutes) 

Pivot Footwork (5 minutes) 

 

Pitcher Station – 20 minutes 

Rotate two pitchers to the pitcher station and have them perform these drills first: 

One Knee Drill (2 minutes) 

Upper Body Throwing (2 minutes) 

Break of the Hands Drill (2 minutes) 

Balanced Stationary Drill (2 minutes) 

Hook ‘Ems (2 minutes) 



When the pitching drills are complete they can each pitch off of flat ground or the mound for 5 

minutes (one pitches while the other catches). For this drill they throw at only 50%-60% speed 

and work on mechanics and throwing strikes. 

 

Remainder of Practice 

Depending upon how quickly players move between drills there should be 10-15 minutes of 

practice remaining to cover running drills, game situations, or any other drills that you would like 

to run. 

If you find yourself in a time crunch at the end of each practice change the 20 minute drill station 

block to a 15 minute block. This will free up an additional 10 minutes of free practice time. 


